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GRADES 6-12 DISTANCE LEARNING 
School Name  Aledo High School 

Grade Level  10th - 12th 

Week of  4/6/2020 
*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight 4/12/2020 

 

Photography  
Week at a Glance 

Objectives for the Week (TEKS): We Will: Create original artwork using multiple solutions from 
direct observation, original sources, experiences, and imagination in order to expand personal 
themes that demonstrate artistic intent 

Lesson Frame: 
We Will: Create original artwork using multiple solutions from direct observation, original sources, 
experiences, and imagination in order to expand personal themes that demonstrate artistic intent. 
I Will: Practice “When Seeing Isn’t Always Believing” - Capture an optical illusion with phone, 
camera, or sketchbook  by exploring the relationship with items near (in foreground), combined with 
items far away (in background) to create an interesting juxtaposition.Turn in two edited photos to 
google classroom that shows creativity! Examples; Can you pinch the moon, or hold up a leaning 
tower? Have fun with scale, proportion, FMB (foreground, middleground, background), tension, 
lighting, movement and camera edits. 
So That We Can: Explore and demonstrate scale and proportion to create an illusion. 

Estimated Time to Complete: 1 hour 

Resources Needed: Cell Phone or Camera, access to Google Classroom, 
Example: https://images.app.goo.gl/hjRy2YWrcX9atCQm8  
Non-Digital Resources: Students may sketch what they observe  

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

Lesson - When Seeing Isn't Always Believing: Build upon existing photography skills and create an 
original optical Illusion. 
 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

 Lesson - When Seeing Isn’t Always Believing: Capture an optical illusion with phone, camera, or 
sketchbook  by exploring the relationship with items near (in foreground), combined with items far 
away (in background) to create an interesting juxtaposition.Turn in two edited photos to google 
classroom that show creativity! Examples; Can you pinch the moon, hold up a leaning tower, or step 
on a car? Have fun with scale, proportion, FMB (foreground, middleground, background), tension, 
lighting, movement and camera edits. 

https://images.app.goo.gl/hjRy2YWrcX9atCQm8
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Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

Turn in two photos exhibiting optical illusion in Google Classroom 
 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your learning?): 

 
Critique your Optical Illusion using the four strands of critique: 1. Description 2. Formal Analysis 

3. Interpretation 4. Evaluation 
 

 
 
 
 


